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This paper describes how object-oriented models can be used to describe the functioning of 
business administrations. Additionally the use of object-orientation allows to introduce 
rigourous consistency checks on the specifications that describe the business objects and their 
behaviour. These consistency checks are based on an algebraic interpretation of object-oriented 
models that use finite state machines or other regular expression based specifications. The 
presented results contribute to raising the quality level of software specifications. In particular, 
some conditions are presented under which object-oriented business models have deadlock-free 
object behaviour rules. This result enables the construction of CA.S.E.-tools that guard 
automatically the consistency of the specifications. Moreover, the paper shows how information 
development methods can be used as formal languages to describe and optimize business 
administration procedures. This stresses again the degree of integration between information 
systems and the business to which they conform. 
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Introduction 

Software is the value driver of information technology in organisations: information 
technology contributes to enterprises by making them more efficient, more effective or 
even completely transformed. Traditional software development starts from the 
information requirements of the end-users, the business professionals. Typically, these end
users change frequently their information requirements. Many development methodologies 
have difficulties in handling these requirement changes effectively, which results in lack of 
quality of the delivered software. 

Model-driven development takes a radically different viewpoint on the software life-cycle 
by not taking the information requirements as the starting point for the development of 
software. In contrast, first the business reality which has to be imbedded in the system is 
modelled. It turns out that it is quite straightforward to generate easy solutions for 
information requirements, once a business model of sufficient quality is developed 
[JACKSON 1983, VERHELST 1992, DEDENE 1992]. 

Business models are sometimes called "analysis specifications" or the "problem domain 
specifications". There is a subtle difference: business models should model only the pure 
business functionality. Information functionality, such as input, output, reports, 
transactions, screens, dialogues, information queries, and so on, should be designed in a 
later stage of development [DEDENE 1991 ]. In other words, 1f traditional analysis specifies 
''what" a system should do, and traditional design specifies "how" a system should do ''what" 
it is supposed to do, a "business model" reflects the ''what and how" of the business 
functioning. An increasing number of techniques share this viewpoint [COOK 1993, 
MEYER 1993], because many system "errors" are based on an improper understanding of 
the business functionality to which the system must conform. 

Business models should not be considered only as instruments for modeling existing 
business procedures. If the specification instruments are easy to use, they can assist 
business professionals in re-designing and simplifying their business operations. Business 
models provide in this way methodological support for business engineering, a subject with 
increasing attention in the IT-literature. This aspect also helps in reducing the degree ·of 
isolation which exists in a many organisations between the business and information 
systems professionals. Business models are a new, and more formal language for business 
administration [DEDENE 1993]. 

This paper will concentrate on techniques for realising quality in the specifications of the 
models themselves. Validation and inspections may be helpful techniques to achieve 
quality, but these techniques only take control after the software specifications are 
developed. It will be shown how the use of object-orientation in business models allows to 
embed a substantial degree of consistency and quality control in the software specification 
process itself. It is also easier to build C.AS.E.-tool support for such a specification 
process. This demonstrates again how productivity becomes a by-product of quality, and 
not necessarily the other way around. 
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Consistency of specifications will be obtained in this paper by comparing explicitly the 
specifications of the different objects in the business model. This is not in contradiction 
with the information hiding principle and will be shown to lead to a more intense degree of 
encapsulation. The comparison of the object specifications is based on an algebraic 
approach inspired by process algebra. The proposed technique is however applicable to all 
object-oriented methodologies which involve finite state machines, regular expressions, or 
pre- and postconditions for the object behavior rules [RUMBAUGH 1991, COOK 1993, 
MEYER 1993, DEDENE 1992]. In this paper, the M.E.R.O.DE. [VERHELST 1992, 
DEDENE 1992] approach is used as the vehicle to present the results. 

In the first part of this paper the basic definitions of the approach are presented. Next, two 
examples are presented, with an explicit discussion of possible inconsistent specifications. 
Examples of administration types are presented to illustrate the business engineering by 
means of object-oriented business models. Finally, it is shown how a business model can be 
made operational [ZA VB 1984] in a very straightforward way. This enables the rapid 
prototyping of business model specifications. At the end, some perspectives as well as 
limitations of the proposed approach are presented. 

The specification elements of object-oriented business models 

Business modeling starts from a universe of discourse, a set of relevant business event 
types, denoted by A A business object type is, at least in a first perception, the set of all the 
event types to which the object type participates. This defines the interfaces between the 
object type and the real world of which it is a model. 

Next the event behavior of object types is encapsulated in the objects, by attaching to each 
object type a regular expression that involves all the object event types. Regular expressions 
are the mathematical equivalents of structure diagrams, finite state machines and pseudo
code. "Sequence" and "Selection" structure primitives are represented by the . and + 
operators respectively. The properties of these operators give the structure of an 
idempotent semi-ring [KUICH 1986]: 
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Rl.l (a + b) + c = a + (b + c) (+ is Associative) 

R1.2 a + b = b + a (+ is Commutative) 

R1.3 a + a = a (+ is Idempotent) 

R1.4 0 + a = a + 0 = a (0 is the neutral for +) 

R2.1 (a.b).c = a.(b.c) (. is Associative) 

R2.2 1.a = a.1 =a (1 is the neutral for .) 

R3.1 (a+ b).c = a.c + b.c (right-distributivity) 

R3.2 a.(b +c) = a.b + a.c (left-distributivity) 

A* denotes all the finite sequences of event types belonging to A In a business model, "1" 
is interpreted as the "do-nothing" event type. The "0" element is the "deadlock", which 
prohibits any further event to happen in the life of an object type that is participating in a 
deadlock. Observe how the "."-operator is not commutative, as most frequently a.b is 
different from b.a. 

Although the proposed specifications are sufficient to formalise finite state machines, 
traditional structure diagrams and pseudo-code also include iterations, which are defined 
as follows. 

* a = 1 +a+ a.a + a.a.a + .•. (a E A) 

= t ai where aO = 1, a1 =a and ai = a.ai-1 (i > 1) 
iEN 

An object type P is now formally defined as a pair <a, e > whereby 

a is the set of the event types which are relevant for 
the object type (also sometimes called the •alphabet• 
of the object type). 

e is a regular expression for the object type behavior 
(also sometimes called the object life history). 
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Two selectors SA and SR project an object type on its alphabet and its regular expression: 
SA (P) = a and SR (P) = e. The following simple example illustrates these basic definitions. 

Consider the circulation activity in a public library. Three object types BOOK, MEMBER 
and LOAN are defined by the following specifications: 

SA(LOAN) = {Borrow, Renew, Return, Loose} 

* SR(LOAN) = Borrow.(Renew) .(Return + Loose) 

SA(MEMBER) ={Register, Borrow, Renew, Return, Loose, Leave} 

. * SR(MEMBER) = Regtster.(Borrow +Renew+ Return+ Loose) .Leave 

SA(BOOK) = {Acquire, Catalogue, Borrow, Renew, Return, Sell, Dispose} 

. * * . SR(BOOK) = Acqwre.Catalogue.[ Borrow.(Renew) .Return] .(Sell+ Dispose) 

In order to be able to make a formal comparison between object types with different 
alphabets, an additional projection operator \B is defined for regular expressions, whereby 
e \B is obtained by replacing in e all event types not belonging to B by 1. In the above 
example 

* SR(BOOK)\{Borrow, Renew, Return} = Borrow.(Renew) .Return 

which is almost SR (LOAN). The following defines a partial ordering relation on object 
types [based on KillCH 1986]. 

P :; Q if and only if P + Q\S A(P) = Q\S A(P) 

In the above example it is straightforward to check that LOAN :; MEMBER, but LOAN is 
not:; BOOK This can be corrected by correcting the regular expression of BOOK to the 
following 

. * * . SR(BOOK) = Acqwre.Catalogue.[ Borrow.(Renew) .Return] .(Sell+ Dispose+ Loose) 

The partial ordering of the object types can graphically be represented by the following 
diagram, which can be dressed further with all the features of an entity-relationship 
diagram. 

The partial ordering of the object types can graphically be represented by the following 
diagram, which can be dressed further · with all the features of an entity-relationship 
diagram, such as the I I -sign for multiple cardinality. 
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From this diagram it is seen also how the partial ordering relation can be interpreted as an 
existence dependency relationship between object types. 

The regular expression of an object type describes actually all possible lives for that object 
type. A scenario for a regular expression is a sequence of event types that is smaller than 
the regular expression. By definition a scenario for an object type is a scenario for its 
regular expression. More formally, if L(P) ( =L(SR(P)) denotes the set of all scenarios, a 
scenarios is a sequence of event types from SA(P) that satisfies s s SR(P). 

In the library example, L(LOAN) is the set 

{ Borrow.Return, Borrow.Loose, Borrow.Renew.Return, ... } 

By definition L(O) = 0, the empty set, for consistency of the definitions. 

The fact that objects live together in a parallel fashion must also be modelled. This is done 
by means of the parallel composition II of object types. P II Q is defined as follows, by 
means of the selectors: 

SR (P II Q) = e, the regular expression defined by 

* L(e) = L(P II Q) = {s E (SA(P) U SA(Q) I s\SA(P) E L(P) and 
s\SA(Q) E L(Q)} 

From this definition it follows that 

PsQ ifandonlyif(P II Q)\SA(P) = P 

Hence, P is smaller than or equal to Q if and only if Q admits all scenarios from P in such a 
way that in the parallel lives of P and Q all possible P scenarios are effectively possible. A 
business interpretation of this is the following: P s Q if P is more deterministic than Q. 
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A number of consistency checks is implicitly embedded in the definitions presented so far. 
First of all, subsets of common event types give rise to relationship object types. In the 
circulation example, the LOAN object type such an object type, as can be seen easily from 
representing the different SA function in a tabular format, whereby "X" denotes a 
participation whereas "C" indicates a ~eating event type. 

0 M 
b t 8 E L 
j y 0 M 0 
e p 0 8 A 
c e K E N 

Event types t s R 

Register c 
Leave X 
Acquire c 
Catalogue X 
Sell X 
Dispose X 

Borrow X X c 
Renew X X X 
Return X X X 
Loose X X X 

This first consistency check has important consequences for all the object-oriented 
techniques that involve relationships in their diagraming. Relationships in the business 
world are based on the joint participation to business events. Many of these relationship 
object types model explicit "contracts" between the involved object types. The LOAN object 
type is a typical example of this. 

A second consistency check is the demand that a relationship object must be smaller than 
or equal to the two object types that it relates. In other words, all the scenarios of an 
existence dependent object type must be accepted by the object type on which it is 
existence dependent. This second rule confronts system developers with the fact that 
existence dependency of object types is not only a "data"-feature of the models. Existence 
dependent object types are limited in the type of regular expressions that can be accepted. 
Hence, related object types have related regular expressions for their event types: they are 
related by the partial ordering of object types in terms of existence dependency. 

The proposed consistency rules are not trivial, as will be seen in subsequent examples. They 
force system builders to compare multiple object types in business models, when joint 
participation in event types is encountered. This is precisely where C.AS.E.-tools can 
contribute to assist in the development of larger scale projects. A full analysis of 
consistency rules can be found in [SNOECK 1993]. 
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The Employment Agency 

In an Employment Agency, Companies can offer vacancies for job types. Person can apply 
for certain job types and possibly be hired for a job of a certain job type for some company. 
The Employment Agency also takes care of the administration of a persons job story as 
soon as he or she is hired somewhere. 

A first version of a business model could consist of the following specifications., starting 
with the tabular representation of SA for the object types. 

0 p A C 
b t J T E J p A 
j y 0 y R 0 p T 
e p B p s B L I 
c e - E 0 I 0 

Event types t s N - N 

Announce-vacancy X 
ApQly X X c 
Refuse X X X 
Hire X X c X 
Fire X X X 
Retire X X X 
Create-job-type c -
Create-person c 

The regular expressions are the following: 

SR(JOB-TYPE) = Create-job-type.[Announce-vacancy.(Apply +Refuse 

+ Hire + Fire + Retire)*( 

SR(PERSON) = Create-person.[Apply + Refuse+ Hire+ Fire]*.Retire 

SR(JOB) = Hire.(Fire +Retire) 

SR(APPUCATION) = Apply.(Refuse +Hire) 

At first sight this seems to provide a consistent Employment agency administration. The 
existence dependencies for the objects are represented in the following diagram. 
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However, checking of the partial ordering relationship between the object types reveals 
that something is wrong with the regular expressions of JOB and PERSON. In fact, 

* PERSON\ SA(JOB) = [Hire + Fire] .Retire 

so JOB is not~ PERSON. This business administration interpretation of this inconsistency 
is the following. Because of the fact that the event type Retire was modelled in Job, a 
Person must always have a job before he or she can retire. This is obviously not a correct 
model of the reality, which can be reflected better in the following regular expression for 
Person. 

SR(PERSON) = Create-person.[Apply +Refuse+ Hire + Fire]*. 

(Retire + Retire-unemployed) 

whereby Retire-unemployed is the event type of Retirement in an unemployed situation. 

From this simple example it is already seen how the business model consistency rules 
contribute to increasing the quality of the business administration rules. The consistency 
rules also assist in ensuring that the administrational procedures are modelled 
appropriately. Suppose that in the Employment Agency problem the following additional 
rules has to be modelled: 

"After hiring a person for a job-type, the vacancy is closed so that persons can no longer 
apply for the job offering" 

This involves a new event type "Withdraw-vacancy" for the job-type object type. The new 
rules for the job-type could be modelled by the following regular expression: 
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SR(JOB-TYPE) = Create-job-type.[Announce-vacancy.(Apply + 

Refuse)*.Hire.Withdraw-vacancy. 

(Fire + Retire)]* 

This time it can be seen how APPUCATION is no longer smaller than or equal to JOB
TYPE. The following is a more correct regular expression for the job-type object: 

SR(JOB-TYPE) = Create-job-type.[Announce-vacancy.(Apply + 

Refuse)*.(! + (Hire.Withdraw-vacancy. 

(Fire +Retire))]* 

Consistency and deadlock-free business models 

The previous paragraph has shown how consistency of the encapsulation of behaviour in 
object types can lead to more correct business object specifications. The analysis can be 
extended to check an object-oriented business model for global consistency. This means, to 
see if there are no conflicting sequences of event types in the regular expressions of object 
types. A typical example of this would arise when the following rule would be added to the 
library circulation example: 

" Before a member a member can borrow a book, a reservation must be made. When a 
book is not in the library a member who wants to borrow the book next can reserve the 
book. When the book is or becomes available a member can immediately borrow the 
book." 

As a consequence a new event type Reserve is introduced. Suppose the regular expressions 
of book and member are adapted in the following way to incorporate this business 
procedure: 

SR(MEMBER) = Register.(Reserve.Borrow +Renew+ Return+ 

* Loose) .Leave 

SR(BOOK) = Acquire.Catalogue.[ (Borrow.Reserve + Borrow) 

.(Renew)*.Return ]*.(sell +Dispose) 
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It is immediately clear that a book can never be borrowed in this library, since on one hand 
Reserve is a precondition for Borrow, while Borrow is also a precondition for Reserve. Of 
course this is a trivial example, and only two business object types are involved. In general 
sequence conflicts that cause deadlocks can be spread over many business objects and are 
less trivial to detect. 

For a global consistency check, it will be assumed that all business object types in a 
business model M are classified according to the existence dependency partial ordering 
relationship. Top and bottom object types are defined in the following way: 

top(M) = {P E M I there exists no Q E M such that P s Q} 

bot(M) = {P E M I there exists no Q E M such that Q s P} 

As a consequence of the definition of the partial ordering of object types, the bottom object 
types have the most deterministic behaviour. Remembering that the "0" represents the 
deadlocking situation for business event types, it must be checked that the parallel 
composition of all object types results in 0. More formally, it can be shown that the 
following calculations leads to consistent business models. 

a. Determine for all P E M the related object type t(P) defined as follows: 

t(P) = P for all P E bot(M) 

t(P) = P II ( II (t(R)) *)for all other object types 
allY~P 

b. A business model M is consistent if and only if 

* SA( II (t(P)) ) =A 
all PEtop(M) 

* SR ( II ( t(P)) ) < > 0 
all PEtop(M) 

A prototype parser has been developed which performs the above calculations on regular 
expressions, in order to provide automated support for the consistency checking [SNOECK 
1993]. 

The Hotel Business Model 

The following example shows a slightly more complex object-oriented business model for 
the room-renting in a hotel business. This business model contains the following object 
types and event types. 
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0 H R R C G S c R 
b t 0 0 0 u U T 0 E 
j y T 0 0 s E A N s 
e p E M M T s y s E 
c e L 0 T u R 
t s T M M v 

y E p A 
p R T T 
E I I 

0 0 
N N 

Event types 

Create-hotel c 
Create-room-type c 
Create-room X X c 
Create-customer c 
Create-guest c 
Assign-room-t¥pe X X 
Make-reservat1on X X X c 
Check-in X X X X X C X 
Confirm-reservation X X X X 
Refuse-reservation X X X X 
Check-out X X X 
Remove-~uest X 
Pay-bil X X X X X X 
Consume-item X X X X c 
Invoice-consume-item X X X X X 

The regular expressions for the object types are the following: 

SR(CONSUMPTION) = Consume-item . Pay-consume-item 

SR(STAY) = Check;in.(Consume-item)*.(Invoice-consume-
item) .Check-out.Pay-bill 

SR(RESERVATION) = Make-reservation.[Refuse-reservation + 
Cancel-reervation + (Confirm-reservation. 
[Check-in + Cancel-reservation])] 

SR(GUEST) = Create-guest.[Check-in + Consume-itew+ Invoice
consume-item + Check-out + Pay-bill] . Remove-guest 

SR(HOTEL) =Create-hotel.[ 
Create-room + Assign-room-type + Make
reservation + Refuse-reservation + Confirm
reservation + Cancel-r~servation + Check-in + 
Check-out + Pay-bill ] 

SR(ROOM-TYPE) =Create-room-type .[ Assign-room-type +Make- . 
reservation + Refuse-reservation + Confirm- * 
reservation + Cancel-reservation + Check-in ] 

SR(ROOM) =Create-room .[ Check-in. * 
(Consume-item + Invoice-consume-item+ Pay-~ilJ) . 
Check-out.(Invoice-consume-item +Pay-bill) ] 
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SR(CUSTOMER) = Create-customer . [ 
Make-reservation + Refuse-reservation + 
Cancel-reservation + ~onfirm-reservation + 
Check-in + Pay-bill ] 

The following diagram shows the existence dependency relationships amongst the business 
object types. This diagram also makes clear what object types are top and bottom types. 

CUSTOMER GUEST 
I 

CONSUMPTION 

The consistency of the business model follows from the calculation of 

SR( t(HOTEL)* II t(CUSTOMER)* II t(ROOM-TYPE)* II t(GUEST)*) 

* * whereby t(HOTEL) = HOTEL II RESERVATION II t(ROOM) , t(ROOM-TYPE) = 
ROOM-TYPE II RESERVATION*, and so on. A simple specification change can render. 
this whole business model inconsistent, as can be seen from adding the following business· 
rule: 

"Guests which stayed in the hotel become automatically customers instead of guests" 

The GUEST specifications can be modified in the following way to incorporate this new 
rule, as follows. 

SR(GUEST) = Create-guest.[Check-in +Consume-item+ Invoice
consume-item + Check-out + Pay-bill]*. 
[ Remove-guest + Create-customer ] 

Explicit calculation will reveal that the business model is now inconsistent. The 
deadlocking sequence can be intuitively indicated. In the new model a Create-customer 
assumes a stay as a pre-condition. However stays require reservations as a precondition for 
the check-in, and reservations require a paying customer. 
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Discussion 

The results of the paper illustrate how object-orientation contributes to the more correct 
and consistent modeling of business administration procedures. Of course, only a part of 
the modeling process is described here. The behaviour rules must be completed with the 
so-called static business rules, sometimes called "invariants", which may also involve inter
object queries. The attributes of object types and event types must be gathered. Next for 
every object type methods must be documented for every event type to which the object 
type participates. The set of all the object type attributes, the methods and all business 
rules constitute the abstract data types for the object types [MEYER 1988]. Although a fair 
degree of consistency checking is obtained so far, the consistency checking of the static 
business rules remains an open problem. 

The approach described so far may seem to be very mathematical and heavy for business 
professionals. However, many techniques exist to present the different specifications in a 
graphical format. Moreover, advanced object-oriented languages such as Eiffel [MEYER 
1992], allow to document and prototype the business model specifications. If needed, the 
object-oriented models can be translated in traditional technology by means of generators. 
After all, it is only 30 years ago that COBOL was considered as a Common Business 
Oriented Language ? 

Although the M.E.R.O.DE. project is in first instance a research project, an increasing 
number of installations and academics start to adapt their Application Development 
Approaches according to the ideas expressed in M.E.R.O.DE. [VERHELST 1992, 
MOLNAR 1992, DEDENE 1993]. Their experiences show a fairly high learning curve in 
the first projects, but also a high degree of re-use in subsequent projects. Moreover object
oriented systems show a substantial higher degree of maintainability and adaptability. The 
degree of re-use is even increased by the presence of generic object-oriented business 
models, which are rapidly becoming available today [DEDENE 1993]. 

More important, after some investment in training and examples, business professionals 
feel they can become involved in systems development at the appropriate level of 
abstraction where they can contribute [ZACHMAN 1987]. In fact, no person can better 
judge whether the business reality is reflected in the specifications than the one who is 
responsible for that business. In the longer run, maybe these developments can also 
contribute to the reinforcement of information technology in business procedures. After all, 
the purpose of all information systems is to make the business life less complex and more 
transparent, moving forward in the information society. 
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